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Foreword
Performance analysis and evaluation of parallel, cluster, and grid
computing systems
This special issue of the Journal of Computer and System Sciences brings together ten research papers reflecting
some of the latest original achievements on the performance analysis and evaluation of parallel, cluster, and grid
computing systems. These papers have been selected (out of 55) as extended and revised versions, subject to peer
review, from those originally accepted for presentation at the 5th International Workshop on Performance Modeling,
Evaluation, and Optimization of Parallel and Distributed Systems (PMEO-PDS’06), held in conjunction with IEEE
IPDPS’06, April 29, 2006, Rhodes Island, Greece. Each paper was fully peer-reviewed according to the practice of this
journal. The selected papers address a wide range of issues encountered in the performance modeling and evaluation
of parallel, cluster, and grid systems, and their contributions are outlined below.
In the first paper, Filippopoulos and Karatza analyze the performance of parallel systems with two job classes.
Type-1 jobs require one server for their execution and have exponentially distributed service times while type-2 jobs
need two servers and have general service times. A closed-form expressions, exact as well as approximate, for various
performance measures of interest are provided. Extensive numerical results are reported to explore the impact of each
parameter on system performance.
In the second paper, Saini et al. use the HPC Challenge (HPCC) benchmark suite and the Intel MPI Benchmark
(IMB) to evaluate and compare the combined performance of processor, memory subsystem and interconnect fabric
of five leading supercomputers, notably SGI Altix BX2, Cray X1, Cray Opteron Cluster, Dell Xeon cluster, and NEC
SX-8. These five systems use five different networks (SGI NUMALINK4, Cray network, Myrinet, InfiniBand, and
NEC IXS). They also present Intel MPI Benchmarks (IMB) results to study the performance of 11 MPI communication
functions on these systems.
Schaeli, Gerlach, and Hersch describe a simulation framework supporting dynamic node allocation which, given
a simple cluster model, can predict the execution time of parallel applications taking into account CPU and network
sharing. Simulations can be carried out without modifying the application code. The authors introduce concept of
dynamic efficiency to express the resource utilization efficiency. They then validate the accuracy of the simulator
under different parallelization and dynamic node allocation strategies.
Many comparative studies of the hypercube and star graph networks have been undertaken in the past. However,
most of these studies have not considered bandwidth constraints imposed by implementation technology. Kiasari and
Sarbazi-Azad compare the performance of the star and hypercube networks for different message lengths and number
of virtual channels, and consider two implementation constraints, namely the constant bisection bandwidth and node
pin-out. When implementation constraints are taken into account, the star graph exhibits superior performance over
the well-known hypercube.
Internet worms are often described using SIR models and simulations in order to capture the massive dynamics
of the system. Bradley, Gilmore, and Hillston generate a differential equation-based model of infection based solely
on the underlying process description of the infection agent model. They derive the representation from a high-level
process model using the PEPA process algebra. Three types of worm attack are analyzed which are characterized
by the nature of recovery from infection and vulnerability to subsequent attacks. While existing state representation0022-0000/$ – see front matter © 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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with a much larger number of states.
Capturing the effect of virtual channels has always been an important issue in developing analytical performance
models for multicomputer networks. Most previous performance models have relayed on a method proposed by Dally
to compute the probability of the number of busy virtual channels per physical channel. Dally’s method is based on
a Markov chain whose accuracy degrades with increased traffic loads. Alzeidi, Ould-Khaoua, Khonsari propose and
validate an original general method to compute the probability of virtual channels occupancy. They also show that
Dally’s method can be deduced as a special case of the new general method.
Data Distribution Management (DDM) plays a key role in traffic volume control of large-scale distributed simu-
lations. Boukerche, Gu, and Arujo present a new DDM scheme called the Adaptive Dynamic Grid-Based (ADGB)
scheme that optimizes DDM time through analysis of matching performance. ADGB uses an advertising scheme in
which information about the target cell involved in the process of matching subscribers to publishers is known in
advance. Assuming worst case propagation delays, when the matching probability is high, the authors show that an
efficiency gain of 66% can be achieved by the ADGB over the existing Dynamic Grid-Based scheme.
Self-similar traffic has been shown on many occasions that it is highly detrimental to the performance of schedul-
ing mechanisms and user-perceived QoS. As a result, it is necessary and timely to quantitatively and accurately
evaluate the effects of self-similar traffic on network performance. Jin and Min propose a new and cost-efficient flow-
decomposition approach to analytically modeling the GPS queuing system under self-similar traffic. They obtain the
analytical upper and lower bounds of the queue length distributions for individual traffic flows. Extensive simulation
experiments are used to validate the accuracy of the proposed flow-decomposition approach as well as the predicted
analytical performance results.
In the ninth paper, Thomas uses the Markovian process algebra PEPA to analyze the performance of a new job
allocation scheme in distributed systems. The new scheme requires no prior knowledge of job size and has been
shown to be more efficient than round robin and random allocation when the job size distribution is heavy tailed and
the load is not high. The job size distribution is phase-type and the queues are bounded. Numerical results are derived
and compared with those derived from models employing random allocation and the shortest queue strategy. It is
shown that the new allocation scheme can perform well for a range of performance.
The heterogeneity of networks of contemporary distributed computing environments represents a great challenge to
model the communication of high performance computing applications. In the last paper of this special issue, Stefenell
and Mounie propose a novel generic framework based on communication models and adaptive techniques for dealing
with prediction of communication performance on cluster-based hierarchical platforms. They introduce the notion
of polyalgorithmic model of communications, which corresponds to selection of the communication and scheduling
strategy, which characterizes the grid platform. They apply the suggested methodology on collective communication
and show that the framework provides considerable performance while determining the best algorithm depending on
the problem and architecture parameters.
Finally, as the guest co-editors of this special issue, we would like to express our deepest thanks to the Editor-
in-Chief, Prof. Edward Blum, for giving us the opportunity to host this special issue in the Journal of Computer
and System Sciences, and for his guidance and helpful feedback when preparing this special issue. We also thank
the authors for their contributions, including those whose papers have not been included. Last, but not least, we
greatly thank and appreciate the thoughtful work of the many reviewers who have provided invaluable evaluations and
recommendations.
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